Digital communication has developed into a complex area of responsibility. Customers expect fast and individual service on
all channels and high-quality content on social media.
We help you to communicate better, faster and more effectively with your customers.
The SocialHub is the complete solution for your social media management. With modules for engagement, content
planning, monitoring, collaboration and analytics, our software helps you inspire your customers.
Over 2,000 social media managers from companies, agencies and authorities are already using SocialHub to answer
inquiries faster, plan their content centrally and communicate via social media.
Become part of the SocialHub family too!

IT entwickelt &
gehostet in
Deutschland

Increase your impact on social media with SocialHub:
Smart Inbox

Content Planner

Analytics & Insights

Receive all your requests as
tickets in one central inbox. Do
not miss out on any messages
and interact directly and quickly
with your customers.

Plan organic and advertisement
content centrally in a teamenabled
editorial
calendar.
Publish posts directly or with a
time delay on your social media
platforms.

Plan your strategy based on
detailed statistics to make
smart decisions. Have your
reach,
engagement
and
response times at a glance!

Monitoring

Teamwork

Safety

Discover trends and see what is
being said about your business
on the internet. Jump right into
the conversation, even if it's not
happening
on
your
own
channels.

The teams feature helps you
to map workflows and
minimize mistakes due to the
approval process. Perfect for
agencies or large teams,
especially when working in
home office.

The SocialHub is a legally
secure solution. Hosted on
German servers, we are 100%
GDPR and BDGS compliant.
Your data protection officer
will love you!

Integrationen:
Facebook

Instagram

Twitter

LinkedIn

YouTube

Google
MyBusiness

WhatsApp

Messenger

Web

Blogs

SocialHub Smart Inbox
a ticketing system for all your communications
don't miss out on any comments & messages
manage requests in a team & improve the response time
to messages
optimize processes through automatic rules
facilitated communication through user history, tagging
& notes
increased quality of customer management through a
approval processes

SocialHub Monitoring
keep track of conversations on the internet
receive real-time monitoring results for pre-defined
company terms, topics & keywords
identify relevant posts on Twitter, Instagram, blogs &
forums
monitor keywords, mentions of your brand &
campaign specific hashtags
respond proactively to online conversations

SocialHub Content Planner
the editorial calendar for strategic content planning
get an overview of planned posts & campaigns
create postings together with your team & pre-plan
your content
have scheduled posts published automatically
analyze & optimize the performance of your postings
use Facebook ads to promote your posts

SocialHub Features for Teamwork
collaborate on content
work together with other departments, locations or
agencies
avoid double work & see what your teammates are
working on
assign inquiries to the responsible colleagues
work together on your editorial plan
avoid errors through approval processes
receive evaluations about the productivity of your team

SocialHub Analytics
social media analysis for better performance
use valuable insights to improve your social media
activities
receive meaningful statistics on your postings &
campaigns
recognize which content works best
compare paid & organic reach with one another

More SocialHub Features
save your digital assets centrally in the media library
use the image editor to edit graphics & photos
tag & categorize your tickets & posts with individual
keywords
use Smart Rules to work more efficiently
make use of user lists to automate processes with
certain users
and many more...

SocialHub Security Features
Security & data protection solutions
GDPR & BDSG compliant
ISO 27001 certified
SocialHub is hosted on German servers
employee access control through IP range filters
definable deletion routines eliminate problems with
personal data

The perfect solution for:
Companies
Increase your customers satisfaction
and enhance your company's success.
Thanks to effective tools for
engagement and content planning, the
SocialHub allows companies to
communicate authentically online. The
SocialHub is the safe choice for
professional social media management
and helps you to consciously advance
your social media strategy.

Authorities

Agencies
Work with your team on different
customer projects, on a central
platform, in real time for better
collaboration. With intelligent rights
and role management, you
determine which content your
customers have access to and which
not. Impress them with evaluations
of your campaigns that will improve
the success of your work.

The SocialHub is the secure solution
for social media management in
public institutions. We count police
stations, the armed forces, ministries,
cities and municipalities among our
satisfied customers. With over 90
references in this area we are the
specialist in Germany for
professional social media
management.

Over 2,000 social media managers trust the SocialHub:

The SocialHub has taken our hearts by
storm! It is always there for us. It also
communicates with colleagues outside
the team. It ensures order and saves
us valuable time. Our expectations
were exceeded! We are convinced
that the SocialHub is the right
solution. The passion of the team
behind it should also be mentioned.

Our team is really excited about the
SocialHub, because it works so fast
and reliably. Therefore it is really easy
for us to keep an eye on all the
channels of our customers and to
react rapidly. Thus there are a lot of
features, the tools is easy to use and if
you happen to have a question, the
support is always there for you.

The SocialHub is the ideal tool for
social media work in our team.
Planning, coordinating and moderating
content – no problem at all with the
Hub, even between departments and
hierarchies. We are enthusiastic about
both the ticket system, the content
planner and the citizens benefit from
the good accessibility that the
SocialHub ensures.

Susanne Krähl
Head of Social Media

Birthe Ahting
Social Media Manager

Jasmin Trilling
Head of press department
and social media

About the SocialHub:
With us you don´t only get a brilliant software, but also a motivated
and competent team that is always there for you. As a customer,
you get a personal account manager who will see to your every
need. For technical questions you can rely on our support to solve
your problems directly.
We believe that work should be fun. Let's prove together that this is
possible.

Schedule a free demo with us:
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socialhub.io/en/demo-request/
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